BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Order Instituting Rulemaking to Consider
Refinements to and Further Development
of the Commission’s Resource Adequacy
Requirements Program.

Rulemaking R.05-12-013
(December 15, 2005)

COMMENTS OF
THE CALIFORNIA INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OPERATOR
ON STAFF RECOMMENDATIONS ON
CAPACITY MARKET STRUCTURE
Pursuant to the California Pubic Utility Commission (“Commission” or “CPUC”),
Assigned Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Regarding Availability of Staff Report,
Revising the Schedule for Phase 2/Track 2, and Dismissing Motion to Revise Comment
Schedule, dated January 18, 2008, the California Independent System Operator
Corporation (“CAISO”) submits the following comments:
I.

INTRODUCTION
The CAISO commends the Energy Division for the time and effort it has taken to

evaluate and propose long-term elements for the Commission’s Resource Adequacy
(“RA”) program. The Staff Report, as the product of that effort, reflects a multi-faceted
and thoughtful analysis of the power market and the need for a long-term RA framework
to create an environment that will attract market-based investment in new supply
infrastructure by generation and demand response in order to sustain reliable electricity
service throughout California.
The CAISO appreciates the opportunity it has had during this phase of the RA
proceeding to work collaboratively with Energy Division staff in contributing a section of
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the Staff Report regarding Centralized Capacity Market (“CCM”) design options, as well
as in conducting joint workshops and stakeholder meetings to promote discussion and
obtain broad input from all interested parties.1 In this collaborative role, the CAISO’s
participation has focused primarily on providing technical information, analysis and
recommendations on the subject of a CCM.2 As noted in the Staff Report, the CAISO
has not had any deliberative role in the collaboration.3
The purpose of the instant comments is to provide the CAISO’s perspective on
the optimal framework to ensure long-term supply adequacy, including the CAISO’s
substantive positions and recommendations for the Commission’s consideration as it
deliberates the adoption of a long-term RA program. The next section provides a highlevel summary of the CAISO’s recommendations to the Commission and the rationale
for those recommendations. Subsequent sections provide specific comments on the
Staff recommendations, as well as additional detail on the CAISO recommendations.
II.

SUMMARY OF CAISO RECOMMENDATIONS
The CAISO’s overarching goal is the development of a long-term RA program

that will facilitate open and efficient competition to produce the optimal, cost-effective
mix of infrastructure investments sufficient to meet end-use demand at stable and
reasonable prices and provide for the operating requirements of the CAISO Balancing
Authority Area. The CAISO believes that the long-term RA framework should (1) permit
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Joint workshops and stakeholder meetings or conference calls were held on March 6, July 23, August
13, August 27, September 19, September 27, and October 19, 2007.
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Please see the CAISO’s comments filed on November 27, 2007 and the CAISO Comments in
Response to “Opinion on Long Term Resource Adequacy under MRTU” Issued by the Market
Surveillance Committee (“MSC”), November 5, 2007, which is attached to these comments as Attachment
A.
3

Staff Report, p. 46.
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meaningful competition among generation (including new entry), demand response
(including energy efficiency) and transmission projects to solve reliability concerns, and
(2) enable these options to be compared using transparent market-based mechanisms
so that investors will come forward with high-quality offers and the most cost-effective
alternatives can be selected. Most importantly, the CAISO believes that a transparent,
competitive, market-based framework for long-term RA can be structured in a manner
that is fully compatible with the Commission’s regulation of procurement by its
jurisdictional load-serving entities (“LSEs”) and which supports the state’s environmental
policy goals.
The CAISO recommends that, in developing a long-term RA framework as
characterized above, the Commission establish an annual or biennial, multi-year
forward assessment of RA capacity needs, to be performed as a collaborative effort by
the CPUC, California Energy Commission (“CEC”) and CAISO. This assessment would
serve both to inform bilateral procurement by LSEs and establish the demand in a CCM
structure. As such, the assessment would need to address capacity needs at the
system-wide level and in local capacity areas, as well as the generator performance
characteristics needed to support reliable grid operation. The last aspect becomes
especially significant as the composition of the supply fleet evolves in future years, inter
alia, to incorporate more intermittent renewable supply resources. Thus, an important
aspect of this collaborative assessment will be to consider expected shifts in the supply
fleet in response to environmental policies and regulation.
The CAISO further recommends that the Commission adopt a CCM, including a
primary auction to be conducted approximately four years prior to each delivery year
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followed by periodic reconfiguration auctions leading up to each delivery year. A fouryear forward CCM takes the next crucial step from a forward assessment of needs to a
forward binding commitment of specific supply and demand resources to serve the
expected demand and reserve needs of the CAISO Balancing Authority Area. As such,
it would provide an explicit platform for evaluating potential transmission upgrade
projects as alternatives to investing in new supply and demand response resources, a
particularly important consideration for meeting demand in constrained local areas.
Further, this approach would more effectively support a robust planning process, ensure
that reliability issues are addressed (and capacity procured) in an appropriate timeframe
to meet future reliability needs, and allow new resources and projects to compete with
existing resources. Moreover, with adequate pre-qualification requirements for proposed
new investment projects, a four-year forward CCM will ensure that capacity is secured
in time to meet future reliability needs and will provide a transparent forward price
signal. This is consistent with the need to preserve system reliability in the longer term
and cost-effectively meet the need for new infrastructure. Stated differently, a forward
CCM will provide appropriate signals to investors when new infrastructure and
resources are needed with sufficient lead time to allow that infrastructure to be built
before reliability is compromised.
Although some parties may argue that a forward binding commitment of RA
resources could be achieved through four-year forward showings by LSEs of their
bilateral procurement without needing a CCM, the CAISO believes that the comparative
advantages of a CCM in this regard are compelling. As discussed in greater detail infra,
the advantages of a CCM arise from the transparency of the CCM clearing prices at the
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system and local levels, the integration of a natural backstop procurement mechanism
through the reconfiguration auctions, and the simplicity of clearing the CCM to meet the
aggregate needs of all LSEs without needing to allocate exact RA requirements and
costs to each individual LSE until the actual delivery month. Moreover, a CCM approach
can more effectively build upon and complement (and be complemented by) the
features of the CAISO’s comprehensive market redesign structure which will go into
commercial operation later this year under the Market Redesign and Technology
Upgrade (“MRTU”) project. The CAISO also emphasizes that a CCM structure can be
fully compatible with extensive bilateral procurement by LSEs under the regulatory
oversight of the Commission or applicable local regulatory authority.
Finally, the CAISO recommends that the Commission make the key threshold
decisions at this time necessary to establish a long-term RA framework based on a
multi-year forward comprehensive assessment of resource needs and a multi-year
forward CCM, but refrain from specifying many of the details of the CCM design. A
definitive Commission decision in favor of a multi-year forward CCM is needed at this
time to promote a commercial environment that will attract market-based investment in
new supply infrastructure, including both generation and demand response (as well as
new transmission development). The CAISO submits that it would be premature to
specify many of the details of the CCM design including, for example, many of the
details proposed in Staff Recommendation 1. The CAISO bases this last caveat on the
following observations. First, none of the proposals currently on the table, neither those
reflected in the Staff Report nor those submitted by parties to the proceeding, is
complete enough or has all the details worked out enough to be adopted in total. Thus,
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adoption of a detailed CCM design decision would require the Commission to mix and
match parts of different proposals, fill many gaps, and decide many “detail” issues which
have not yet been fully fleshed-out. Second, many of the detailed elements of a CCM
can be specified in alternative ways that have not been sufficiently compared and
contrasted, and therefore are not ripe for decision. Further analysis and deliberation
with stakeholders is necessary to evaluate alternative approaches on key issues, such
as whether a Peak Energy Rent deduction is the best way to provide an energy hedge
for LSEs. Third, many CCM design details that seem logical and appealing in their own
right should not be decided separate and apart from a comprehensive CCM design
process, in which all the details can be evaluated in a comprehensive and integrated
manner to ensure that the details fit together to form an internally consistent CCM
design. The CAISO therefore urges the Commission to make the necessary threshold
decisions to initiate the comprehensive CCM design process, and then allow the CCM
design details to be worked out through that process.
In summary, the CAISO offers the following observation on the decision facing
the Commission at this time. The CAISO believes that the key decision to be made is
whether to (1) adopt the fundamentals of a long-term RA framework that will induce
market-driven investment by (a) utilizing transparent pricing mechanisms to signal
when, where and what kind of new investment is needed, and (b) allowing economic
competition to determine the most cost-effective generation, demand response and
transmission investments among the alternatives offered (including new and existing
resources), or (2) retain a framework that relies mostly on attracting generation and
demand-side investment through non-transparent, utility-centered bilateral
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arrangements and traditional utility procurement programs. Although it is possible for
either approach to work if designed and implemented well, the CAISO believes that the
market-based approach will yield greater benefits for several reasons. First, it is
important to recall that a primary reason for undertaking electric restructuring more than
a decade ago was to shift the principal means of obtaining new infrastructure
investment from a regulated utility structure in which risks are predominantly borne by
ratepayers, to a market structure in which risks are borne by investors. The
shortcomings of California’s initial electric restructuring program and the experience of
the crisis may have hampered the realization of this objective, but they do not negate its
validity and potential value for consumers and suppliers. Second, the CAISO and the
customers and market participants who rely on the CAISO Balancing Authority Area are
nearing the end of a huge multi-year project to create new CAISO spot markets, which
will generate accurate locational energy prices and will use these to provide both shortterm operating incentives and long-term economic signals to guide infrastructure
investment. The CAISO believes that the Commission’s long-term RA framework should
build upon the transparency and efficiency of these new spot markets, by establishing a
structure that allows spot market incentives and price signals to be linked to investment
decisions through a rigorous and transparent competitive process for assessing
generation, demand and transmission alternatives.
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III.

COMMENTS ON STAFF REPORT

A.

CAISO Goals

As reflected in the Staff Report, the CAISO believes that a long-term RA
framework must align with the CAISO’s core functions of providing a reliable
transmission grid, non-discriminatory access to transmission service and efficient spot
markets, and must support the provision of electric service to CAISO control area
consumers at the desired level of service reliability and at stable and reasonable
prices.4 Further, any such framework must incent the development of new supply and
transmission infrastructure that will be needed in the long-term to serve load and
maintain reliable system operations. The CAISO’s comments and recommendations
herein are intended to promote the development of a long-term RA framework that
attains these goals.
Implicit in the goals stated above are both long-term and short-term objectives,
specifically, to induce timely and efficient investment in new supply infrastructure, while
also ensuring sufficient and dependable availability of supply capacity on a day-to-day
basis for reliable operation of the transmission system.5 We confirm our belief that
these design objectives can be accomplished by developing a long-term RA framework
with the following attributes:
1.

4
5

The framework should provide for regular (yearly or at least every
two years) multi-year forward assessments of capacity needs that
contain sufficient information to guide RA procurement. Such
assessments are needed irrespective of whether procurement is
completely bilateral or conducted through a centralized process.
They should include quantitative estimates of system-wide and
local area needs and generator performance attributes (e.g.,

Staff Report, p. 22.
Id. at 23.
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dispatchability, ramping, quick-start capability), and should be
coordinated with transmission planning. The CAISO expects that it
would collaborate with the CPUC and CEC in formulating such
assessments.
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2.

The framework should provide for a multi-year forward review or
“showing” of the capacity that is actually committed to serve CAISO
control area needs for the target delivery year. The absence of a
demonstration of actual capacity commitments would add
unnecessary uncertainty to decision-making processes, both
private and by central authorities, on the timing and optimal
characteristics of investments in new infrastructure.

3.

The framework should enable demand response and imports to
participate and compete effectively with internal generating
resources to provide RA capacity.

4.

The framework should provide for effective coordination with the
transmission planning process, including the capability for
transmission upgrades to compete economically with new
generating resources in meeting the needs of constrained areas of
the grid.

5.

The framework should provide well-defined criteria and
mechanisms for supplementary RA procurement to “backstop” any
shortfalls resulting from the primary (bilateral or central) RA
procurement mechanisms. The criteria and mechanisms should be
specified for different possible time frames in advance of the
delivery period when backstop action might be needed and
appropriate.

6.

The framework should allow for effective market power mitigation,
particularly with respect to capacity needed in constrained local
areas of the grid where the threat of new entry may not be
sufficiently feasible to ensure competitive prices.

7.

The framework should be compatible with effective energy-hedging
strategies by LSEs.6

Id. at 23.
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The matter of coordination with the transmission planning process (item 4 above)
requires some further elaboration. In the CAISO’s recommendations, as included in the
Staff Report, the CAISO discussed the importance of creating a level playing field
through the long-term RA framework whereby specific transmission upgrade projects
could compete transparently against new supply resources (including demand
response) to meet the needs of consumers and support reliable grid operations,
particularly in constrained areas. In the Staff Report, the CAISO described one potential
scenario whereby such competition could occur, provided the assessment is conducted
sufficiently forward of the delivery period and the new investment projects – both supply
and transmission – are sufficiently well specified and “pre-qualified” prior to the
assessment. The CAISO believes that a long-term RA framework that enables this type
of assessment and comparison of alternative infrastructure investments will best meet
the long-term needs of electricity customers by inducing high-quality, market-based
investment proposals and providing a transparent mechanism for selecting the most
cost-effective alternatives. Moreover, this type of approach to long-term RA will allow
the benefits of the CAISO’s new spot market structure being implemented under the
MRTU project – which emphasizes the formation of accurate, transparent locational
energy prices in every settlement period that reflect the value of energy delivered to
each point in the CAISO grid – to be more fully achieved. The Commission will see that
this theme, because of its importance, pervades the CAISO’s comments and
recommendations in this filing.
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B. Staff’s “Metrics for Analysis”
The February 4, 2008 “Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Regarding Comments
on Staff Report on Track 2 Issues” requests that parties comment on whether the Staff’s
proposed metrics are the appropriate ones for the Commission to use to analyze the
various proposals. The CAISO believes that the metrics proposed by Staff are
appropriate, but is concerned that the linkages between the metrics and the specific
Staff recommendations are unclear and that, as a result, the metrics, by themselves,
may not provide very useful guidance to the Commission for purposes of evaluating and
choosing between the Staff recommendations. Moreover, the Commission’s task may
not be as simple as choosing between two well-defined recommendations. As
discussed in the next two sub-sections, the task is made more complicated because (1)
there are numerous gaps in each of the two Staff recommendations (so they cannot
simply be put side by side and compared against the metrics without some idea of how
the gaps would be filled), and (2) even assuming arguendo that the gaps are filled in,
the best decision may well be an approach different from both Staff recommendations.
To summarize the problem using a cliché – “the devil is in the details.” In other words,
different proposals may have the potential to meet many or all of the Staff’s metrics to
some degree, but how well they satisfy these metrics will depend on how the
unspecified details of the proposals are ultimately specified. .
For example, consider the metric “Ensures Reliability.” The Staff Report simply
states that both of its recommendations satisfy this metric. The CAISO might agree that
they could satisfy this metric, but there is insufficient detail surrounding both options to
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make this determination at this time. This is particularly true of Recommendation 2.
Without delving into the CAISO’s specific comments on Recommendation 2, which are
provided below, the CAISO believes that ensuring reliability depends on the existence a
fully effective backstop procurement mechanism as an element of the overall RA
framework. Unfortunately no such backstop mechanism is specified in connection with
Recommendation 2. Perhaps Staff assumes that the CAISO’s proposed Interim
Capacity Procurement Mechanism (“ICPM”) can simply be extended indefinitely, but as
discussed below, the ICPM is intended as an interim mechanism and the appropriate
solution under a longer term Recommendation 2 approach is most likely not as simple
as merely extending the ICPM. Thus, in order for the Commission to evaluate
Recommendation 2 against the metric “Ensures Reliability,” it will either have to make
some significant assumptions about how this backstop need will be filled, or direct the
parties to come up with an effective proposal in some subsequent proceeding to fill the
gap in a manner that fully satisfies the metric, or perhaps provide its own recommended
solution based on the record in this proceeding.
In short, the CAISO believes that the Staff’s metrics are appropriate metrics, just
as the CAISO goals stated in the previous section are also good metrics for assessing
alternative approaches. However, one cannot assess how well these metrics have been
met until the design process is much further along. If the Commission recommends
adoption of a CCM to be developed through a CAISO stakeholder process, then the
Staff metrics and the CAISO goals constitute valid and important criteria that can serve
as guiding principles for developing a comprehensive CCM design. However, at this
point, the proposals before the Commission can only be viewed as potentially satisfying
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the metrics depending on how the rest of the process transpires, and the Commission
must make a recommendation to set that process in motion in one direction or another.
This leads the CAISO to reemphasize a key point made earlier in these
comments. Namely, the CAISO believes that the most important decision before the
Commission at this time is whether to provide a long-term RA framework that is
designed to induce market-driven investment, based on transparent price signals and
economic competition, or one that relies almost totally on regulated utility generation
and demand-side investment through bilateral arrangements and traditional utility
programs. The CAISO notes that both approaches could work, depending on how the
details are worked out, but believes that the market-based approach offers greater
benefits to consumers and other market participants, for reasons discussed in these
comments.
C.

Staff Recommendation 1 – Modified Centralized Market

Overall the CAISO believes that Recommendation 1 reflects a thoughtful
integration and balancing of the ideas and proposals on CCM design that were
discussed during the CPUC workshops and the CAISO stakeholder process.
Recommendation 1 thus provides both an excellent straw proposal for constructively
focusing the current rounds of comments on the issues most crucial to this proceeding
and, in its high-level structure with some clarifications and modifications suggested
below, a workable framework for initiating a more detailed CCM design process once
the CPUC has issued its decision in this proceeding.
Although the CAISO agrees with many aspects of the high-level structure of
Recommendation 1, there are some specific elements and details which the CAISO
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believes require further clarification as to the intent of the CPUC Staff, or are stated
without sufficient elaboration to reveal some of the difficult issues that would have to be
addressed in implementing them. In addition there are other specifics of
Recommendation 1 on which the CAISO recommends that the CPUC defer decision to
the subsequent comprehensive CCM design process, because these matters would be
better addressed in an integrated fashion with all of the other design details that must
be resolved to result in an internally-consistent, well-functioning CCM design.
The remainder of this section provides the CAISO’s specific comments on
Recommendation 1.
1.

Overview of Staff Recommendation 1

There are two elements to the Modified Centralized Market (“MCM”)
recommendation, the Preliminary Capacity Showing (“PCS”) and the Centralized
Forward Reliability Market (“CFRM”). These would be performed sequentially on an
annual basis, during the period four-to-five years forward of each delivery year. The
PCS would be a CPUC regulatory process applicable to its regulated investor owned
utilities (“IOUs”). It would occur first and would serve as a demonstration of each IOU’s
bilateral procurement of RA capacity to meet a specified portion of its forecasted RA
Requirements (“RAR”). The CFRM would be a market process operated by the CAISO.
It would occur after the PCS and would provide a centralized market through which all
LSEs would be able to complete their procurement to meet their RAR fully.
The PCS recommendation would set a hard target at 90 percent of each IOU’s
forecast load for the IOU to procure RA capacity bilaterally and would stipulate that this
capacity opt out of the subsequent CFRM. A hard target in this context means that 90
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percent is both a minimum and a maximum quantity that the IOU must demonstrate in
the PCS. This does not preclude the IOU from bilaterally procuring much more than 90
percent of its RA. However, as an example below illustrates, the actual maximum on an
IOU’s bilateral procurement would be five percent of its total RAR, which equals its load
forecast plus planning reserve margin (“PRM”).
For example, if the PRM is 15 percent and the IOU’s load forecast is 10,000 MW
at peak, then its total RAR would be 11,500 MW, of which the IOU would be required to
demonstrate 9,000 MW of bilateral procurement in the PCS. For the remaining 2,500
MW of its RAR, the IOU would be required to be exposed to the CFRM price for 575
MW (= 5% * 11,500). Thus, the IOU could bilaterally procure up to 10,925 MW, of which
9,000 MW would appear in the PCS and could opt out of the CFRM, and 1,925 MW
would appear as self-supply in the CFRM.
The provision for opting out of the CFRM is significant because the Staff
recommendation “bifurcates” the RA capacity product by setting up a key difference
between the RA capacity that opts out versus the capacity that clears through the
CFRM. Under the Staff recommendation, the entire 2,500 MW that clears through the
CFRM would be settled for its capacity payments through the CAISO settlement system
and would be subject to the Peak Energy Rent (“PER”) deduction. In contrast, the 9,000
MW that was demonstrated in the PCS and opted out of the CFRM would be settled
completely through the bilateral contract terms between the LSE and the supplier, and
may or may not include a PER or other energy hedge provision under those bilateral
arrangements.
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2.

CFRM Provides Appropriate High-level Structure

The CAISO supports Staff’s recommended structure of the CFRM, specifically a
primary auction conducted approximately four years ahead of each delivery year,
followed by a sequence of reconfiguration auctions through which LSEs and suppliers
can buy and sell RA capacity to adjust their holdings and meet unforeseen needs. The
CAISO believes that the reconfiguration auctions also provide a natural and transparent
“backstop” mechanism to compensate for any identified procurement shortfall at the
system level or in a Local Capacity Area (“LCA”).
3.

Provisions to Opt Out of CCM May Negatively Impact
Effectiveness of CFRM

The CAISO fully supports an RA procurement process that relies primarily on
bilateral arrangements between LSEs and suppliers overseen by the CPUC or, for nonCPUC jurisdictional LSEs, their appropriate regulatory authorities. The CCM proposals
discussed during the past year, as well as the CAISO recommendations in the Staff
Report, generally started from the concept that such bilateral procurement would be
offered into the CCM as “self-supply” by the LSEs. The Staff’s PCS recommendation
introduces a variation on this idea, namely, the ability/requirement for a specific amount
of each IOU’s bilaterally procured RA capacity to “opt out” of the CFRM and hence out
of the CFRM settlement. Although the CAISO does not necessarily object to the opt-out
concept per se, much greater discussion is needed on this element to expose its pros
and cons. At a minimum, the CAISO is concerned about (a) the idea of setting a hard
target, i.e., both a minimum and a maximum, on the portion of each IOU’s RA
requirement that must opt out of the CFRM, and specifically how such a hard target
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would be applied and enforced, (b) whether the value of 90 percent for such a target
would be so high as to undermine the value of the CFRM clearing price as a signal for
new investment, and (c) how to manage the potential capacity inadequacy and the
associated backstop cost allocation impacts in the event that some of the opt-out RA
capacity fails to materialize when the delivery period arrives. These concerns are
elaborated below.
4.

Ninety Percent PCS Target Lacks Justification and Detail

It is not clear whether the 90 percent PCS target would apply only at the system
level, or would apply to each Local Capacity Area (“LCA”). If it is intended to apply only
at the system level, then the IOUs could completely ignore their Local Capacity
Requirements (“LCR”) in meeting the 90 percent target. The CFRM, however, would be
designed to clear both system-wide and LCA demand quantities, so the impact on the
performance of the CFRM of an opt-out target that applied only at the system level
could be very different for different grid areas. For example, the volume of RA capacity
that opts out of the CFRM could be very large in a particular LCA, driving the CFRM
demand in that LCA to zero or close to zero, thereby eliminating any potential value of a
CFRM price to signal a need for investment in that LCA. The CAISO believes that a
primary reason to establish a CCM is to provide transparent, competitively driven prices
in each LCA that will signal the need for investment and will facilitate efficient
competition between generation investment and transmission upgrades into constrained
areas of the grid. The potential for the opt-out provision to undermine this objective is
therefore a significant concern. Alternatively, if the 90 percent target is intended to apply
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in each LCA, then the question of how this requirement will be enforced becomes
particularly important (see next item).
Recommendation 1 does not specify how the CPUC would enforce the 90
percent PCS target; specifically, what consequences an IOU would face if it procures
less than the target value. (It is understood that if the IOU procures more than the 90
percent target then only the 90 percent target value would be eligible to opt out of the
CFRM, and the rest would then be offered into the CFRM as self-supply up to the 5
percent threshold for required exposure to the CFRM price.) In particular, if the 90
percent requirement is applied in each LCA, the penalty the CPUC would impose on the
IOU and the terms under which an IOU may be granted a waiver of the 90 percent
requirement would be material to the bilateral contracting strategies of both IOUs and
suppliers. By raising this issue, the CAISO is not necessarily urging the CPUC to
specify all these details in its decision; rather, the CAISO is suggesting that specifying a
hard target (simultaneous maximum and minimum) amount of each IOU’s opt out of the
CFRM may be a problematic way to try to structure the bilateral procurement of its
regulated LSEs.
There is no apparent rationale for the 90 percent value of the target. A key
unknown at this point is whether the 90 percent value – even if applied to each LCA and
at the system level – is so large that all new investment enters the market through
bilateral arrangements, and therefore new entry never or rarely sets prices in the
CFRM. In other words, too high a level of the PCS target has the potential to undermine
the value of the CFRM price as a signal for new investment in any given LCA and even
at the system level. Note also that the ex post PER deduction proposed by Staff as a
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feature of the CFRM payment – combined with the absence of such a deduction on the
payment to capacity that the LSEs opt out of the CFRM – will also likely provide a
strong incentive for suppliers of new capacity to seek bilateral arrangements to avoid
participation in the CFRM. The PER deduction is discussed further below. Finally, the
CAISO notes that if IOUs are permitted to opt out of the CFRM for 90 percent of their
load forecast, then for reasons of non-discrimination all LSEs would be allowed to opt
out to the same degree, thus exacerbating any concern about undermining the value of
the CFRM clearing price as an incentive for new investment.
5.

Five Percent Required IOU Exposure to CFRM Price Needs
Clarification and May Be Insufficient

As with the 90 percent opt-out target, it is not clear whether the 5 percent
required exposure of each IOU to the CFRM clearing price would apply only at the
system level, or would apply to each LCA. If it is applied on an average basis, i.e.,
averaged across the system-wide and all LCA auctions, then the CFRM prices could be
systematically driven down in capacity-tight areas to undermine the value of the
locational capacity price signals. Alternatively, even if the 5 percent is applied to the
system level and to each LCA auction, the 5 percent value appears arbitrary, and may
not be sufficient to prevent IOU monopsony power from systematically driving the
CFRM price to near zero by IOUs acquiring all needed new generation bilaterally within
the 110 percent upper limit on bilateral procurement (i.e., all but the top 5 percent of the
115 percent load forecast plus planning reserve margin RA requirement).
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6.

Bifurcation of the RA Capacity Product May Be Problematic

The 90 percent opt-out requirement means that the opt-out RA capacity will not
clear through the CFRM even as self-supply nor get settled for its capacity payment
through the CAISO’s CFRM settlement process. As a result the RA capacity product is
bifurcated in the sense that not all megawatts of RA capacity will be consistent with a
single standardized capacity product definition. Recommendation 1 seems to suggest
that incorporating supplier compliance with the RA Must Offer Obligations (“RA-MOO”)
per the CAISO Tariff into the bilateral contracts for this opt-out capacity will be adequate
to ensure a capacity product that is sufficiently standardized from the perspective of
performance obligations and incentives and enforcement mechanisms.7 There are
some reasons why this may not be adequate, however.
Because a central element of the product bifurcation is the assessment of the
PER deduction on the capacity that clears the CFRM, this provision will undermine the
value of the CFRM clearing price as a transparent reference price for bilateral
contracting. In particular, the RA capacity that clears the CFRM should be a more costly
product than capacity that opts out because the CFRM capacity must contain an energy
hedge in the form of the PER deduction. There would be no way to transparently price
the value of this energy hedge component of the RA capacity product, to enable parties
who wish to contract bilaterally for a less costly product to utilize the CFRM clearing

7

Recommendation 1 does recognize a potential product compatibility problem if the IOU wants to
offer some of the opt-out capacity into a reconfiguration auction, but the CAISO does not believe this
is a significant problem. Because the capacity was already procured by the IOU through a bilateral
arrangement, the IOU rather than the capacity supplier would be the party to any CFRM settlement
that resulted from its offer of the opt-out capacity into the reconfiguration auction, and would simply
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price as a transparent reference price to inform their contract negotiations. This difficulty
is exacerbated by the fact that, under Recommendation 1, the value of the PER
deduction (and hence the net CFRM capacity payment) can only be forecasted and will
not be known with certainty until after each delivery month.
It will be problematic to deal with instances where capacity committed under the
opt-out provision fails to become available in the delivery period. For example, if an IOU
procures new generation under the 90 percent rule, how would the new generator’s
construction milestones be monitored, how would backstop capacity be procured in the
event the generator’s commercial operation date becomes unachievable, and how
would the costs of such backstop procurement be allocated?
7.

PER Deduction May Have Serious Negative Impacts on the
CFRM

The CAISO believes that a decision to incorporate a PER deduction mechanism
into the CFRM settlement structure is premature at this time. There is no question that
hedging of energy prices by LSEs is appropriate and important, but it is not at all clear
that the PER deduction is the best way to accomplish such hedging, and in fact there
are some good reasons to think that it may not be the best approach. Because the
significance of this issue was recognized during the CAISO stakeholder process last
fall, the CAISO requested and received a round of written stakeholder comments that
focused on it. As we noted in the recommendations we provided for inclusion in the
Staff Report, the CAISO concluded that the matter of PER deduction should not be
decided apart from the comprehensive capacity market design process. At a minimum,

manage on the one hand its bilateral settlement with the supplier of the capacity and on the other
hand its settlement with the CAISO for its CFRM transactions.
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the CAISO notes some important reasons to doubt that the PER deduction is a good
idea.
The fact that the capacity payment will be uncertain and will only be known on a
month-by-month basis as actual delivery of the capacity occurs, added to the fact that
the factors contributing to the monthly price variation are beyond the control of the
capacity supplier, will increase the risk of new investment and will at best result in a risk
premium being added to capacity offer prices. A less optimistic scenario is that the PER
deduction will create a strong incentive for investors to avoid the CFRM entirely, so that
all new generation investment occurs through bilateral contracts with the IOUs and the
value of creating the CFRM is minimal.
Given that a large proportion of RA capacity procurement will occur through
bilateral transactions anyway, the LSEs and their regulators will have complete flexibility
to determine the optimal forms and quantities of energy hedge through their regulated
procurement processes.
The complexities and controversies to be addressed in designing an acceptable
PER calculation method should not be minimized. Among the major issues are the
determination of the reference unit, the selection of appropriate fuel prices (locational
and temporal aspects), allowance for emissions permit costs, and any special
provisions that will be argued for in applying these cost components for a gas-thermal
unit to other types of capacity. Although the CAISO is not known to shy away from
dealing with controversial issues, we believe that the benefits of dealing with those
issues should outweigh the costs, and in this instance that may not be true.
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8.

Inclusion of a Price Floor Should Not Be Dismissed

The CAISO is also concerned about the absence of a price floor in the Staff’s
recommendation on the CFRM, especially given the reasons noted above why new
generation may rarely or never set CFRM prices. The CAISO agrees with the CPUC
Staff that it is important to include a list/de-list mechanism as an element of the CFRM,
but given the Staff’s emphasis on designing the list/de-list mechanism to prevent
economic withholding, the CAISO is concerned that this mechanism may not be
adequate to ensure that CFRM prices reflect the economics of RA procurement
realistically. The CAISO notes the recently published results of the ISO New England
Forward Capacity Market (“FCM”) auction for the 2010-2011 delivery period, in which
over 32,000 MW of capacity were procured and the market price was driven down to the
price floor with excess capacity still remaining (ISO-NE press release dated February 6,
2008). The CAISO believes that the matter of a price floor should be addressed fully in
a comprehensive capacity market design process and not decided by the CPUC at this
time.
D. Staff Recommendation 2 – Modifications to Existing RA Program
The CAISO does not support Recommendation 2, primarily because the
enhancements to the RA framework that are needed at this time cannot be achieved
simply through minor adjustments to the existing RA rules and procedures. As a result,
the simple, appealing concept of minimizing any changes to the current RA program is
not, in the CAISO’s view, a viable way to address the need for a more forward-looking
process that provides a competitive framework for long-term investment decisions in
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generation, transmission and demand response and long-term energy contracting.8 The
specific RA enhancements the CAISO believes are needed and recommends to the
CPUC to adopt at this time are summarized in the next section. In the present section,
the CAISO describes its specific concerns with Staff’s Recommendation 2.
1.

Inadequacy of Current One-Year Forward Time Horizon for RA
Showings

The CAISO believes that a key threshold decision for the CPUC to make at this
time is to extend the time horizon for demonstrating the commitment of RA capacity to a
multi-year forward structure. Such a structure will allow transparent, economic
competition between existing resources and new market-based investment to provide
specified quantities of capacity at the system level and for each local capacity area.
Such a structure can also encompass decisions to repower or retire existing generation
and to invest in new demand response capability, and can be linked explicitly to
decisions whether to upgrade transmission into constrained areas of the grid.
Recommendation 2 does not take a position on the matter of the time horizon; it
proposes neither to retain the current one-year forward horizon nor to extend it further
forward. This seems to suggest that the CPUC could adopt Recommendation 2’s “minor
adjustments” approach and then simply augment the current RA framework by adopting
a multi-year forward showing. The CAISO does not believe this approach is workable.
More precisely, as discussed in the next sub-section, adopting a multi-year forward
showing process for LSEs would not be a minor adjustment to the current RA
framework, but would raise a host of difficult issues that could be addressed more

8

The issues raised in this section are also discussed in Attachment 1, which is the CAISO’s
November 27, 2007 Comments in Response to the November 5 “Opinion on Long-Term Resource
Adequacy under MRTU” by the MSC.
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simply and efficiently by adopting a CCM. In fact, a primary reason why the CAISO
favors a CCM is because a CCM is the most effective and efficient way to organize a
multi-year forward process for committing RA capacity to serve the CAISO control area.
2.

Difficulty of Implementing a Multi-Year Forward RA Showing
Under a Purely Bilateral RA Framework

A central fixture of today’s purely bilateral RA framework is the specification of
RA requirements for each LSE, at the system level and for each LCA, in advance of the
required showing. Under the current RA time horizon the uncertainty associated with
such specification may be tolerable, but the magnitude of the uncertainty will vastly
increase if LSE requirements must be specified four to five years ahead of the delivery
year. In contrast, under a CCM structure there is no need to specify individual LSE
requirements at the time the CCM auction is conducted. This does not, of course,
preclude the CPUC specifying and enforcing procurement and showing requirements
for its regulated LSEs, so a CCM would not infringe on this prerogative of the CPUC.
What the CCM does provide, however, is the simplification of being able to determine
capacity needs at the system and local levels for all LSEs collectively and to procure in
a transparent manner the difference between those collective LSE requirements and the
total RA capacity self-provided by LSEs to the CCM, without having to assign that
difference to a bilateral procurement shortfall of any particular LSEs until the CCM
settlement is conducted at the time of delivery.
3.

Failure to Address Significant Issues Related to CAISO
Backstop Procurement

Although Recommendation 2 makes reference to a CAISO backstop
procurement mechanism, it is silent on what exactly that mechanism is. The CAISO
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points out that the recently filed Interim Capacity Procurement Mechanism (“ICPM”) is
intended as an “interim” backstop mechanism, and that an indefinite extension of the
current RA framework would require a reopening of the issues debated in the recent
ICPM stakeholder process. Recommendation 2 does not offer suggestions on how to
structure a CAISO backstop procedure that would be more permanent than ICPM, nor
does it acknowledge that all of the controversies that emerged in the ICPM discussion
would need to be reopened. For example, Recommendation 2 leaves unresolved the
key issue of how the CAISO determines the backstop price to pay for additional
capacity to compensate for LSEs that are deficient in their annual RA showing. The
recently-filed ICPM proposal uses an administratively determined uniform price based
on the higher of $41/kw-year or the actual going forward costs of the designated
resource plus a 10 percent adder (subject to approval by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (“FERC”) of the resource’s filed costs). The CAISO anticipates, however,
that market participants will challenge this proposal and hence the final FERC-approved
backstop pricing rule is not known at this time. In the lengthy CAISO stakeholder
process conducted during much of 2007 to determine this interim backstop price, RA
market participants, including both buyers and sellers, repeatedly noted that the current
transparent backstop price -- under the existing backstop mechanism known as the
Reliability Capacity Services Tariff (“RCST”) -- has a substantial effect on bilateral
contracting in the forward RA market, due to the lack of price transparency in that
market and because the backstop price is the known deficiency charge (in addition,
potentially, to CPUC penalties for jurisdictional LSEs). The CPUC Staff
recommendation to establish a bulletin board will help improve price transparency, but
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will not fully resolve the matter of the effect of the backstop price on the forward RA
capacity market.
Ideally, under a long-term RA framework, a more permanent backstop
procurement mechanism would enable backstop capacity for an LSE deficiency to be
procured through a market-based method, perhaps facilitated by a centralized capacity
auction occurring prior to the showing year. This would constitute another significant
benefit and simplification under a CCM structure that includes a sequence of
reconfiguration auctions as is contained in Staff Recommendation 1. Uniform
administrative pricing of backstop capacity, such as that contained in the current ICPM
proposal, will not provide long-term investment price signals and will not incent new
generation, nor is it intended to do so for ICPM, because the ICPM has been designed
as an interim mechanism, to be replaced in the future by a more permanent backstop
capacity procurement mechanism that can complement the long-term RA framework. In
the ICPM stakeholder process, the CAISO considered, but then dropped, an idea to
establish a sloped demand curve (capped at cost of new entry and defined separately
for each local area and for system procurement) to determine a locational proxy price
for backstop capacity.9 One reason why this idea was dropped was to allow the
CPUC’s long-term RA proceeding to set directions for long-term forward capacity pricing
before the CAISO backstop created new forward market price signals and incentives.10
If the CPUC decides not to modify the current RA framework to create transparent multi-

9

Note that the CAISO did not propose a demand curve pricing mechanism for backstop procurement
that would be undertaken in response to operational needs during real-time (i.e., due to “Significant
Events” that cause the CAISO to revise its requirements). LSEs are not considered to be RA
deficient in that instance.
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year forward capacity prices, the CAISO backstop mechanism will become, with
renewed vigor, the focal point of efforts to create transparent capacity prices.
Thus, backstop procurement for an LSE deficiency is a complicated issue, and
one with significant implications for the bilateral RA market. If Recommendation 2 is
adopted, this issue needs to have increased prominence in the market design and may
result in the development of another type of modified centralized market, one in which
there is an auction for backstop capacity under specific rules prior to the delivery year
and which becomes the primary mechanism for generating transparent capacity prices.
Alternatively, if a framework like Recommendation 1 is adopted, then it is likely that the
issue of backstopping for an LSE deficiency can largely be resolved in the context of the
reconfiguration auctions of the CCM.
E. Comments on Related Matters
This section provides CAISO comments on several related matters that were
discussed in the course of the CPUC workshops and CAISO stakeholder process.
1.

Performance Incentives for RA Capacity

In its contribution to the Staff Report, the CAISO recommended the use of inperiod financial adjustments to the capacity payment to provide effective performance
incentives for RA capacity, rather than relying entirely on adjustments to a resource’s
Net Qualifying Capacity in future periods (see Proposition 9, p. 82). In-period financial
adjustments tie a supplier’s capacity payment for each delivery month to its availability
and performance within the same month, thus creating more effective incentives for the

10

The CAISO also concluded that this approach presented design and implementation difficulties, as
well as the need to address controversial pricing issues, which realistically could not be resolved in
the time-frame available before MRTU implementation.
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supplier to comply fully with its RA must-offer obligations. The CAISO still supports this
approach, but does not see a need for the CPUC to decide this matter prior to initiating
a comprehensive CCM design process. The effectiveness of such mechanisms will
depend on numerous settlement details that would be best addressed within a
comprehensive CCM design stakeholder process.
2.

Use of the Cost of New Entry

The CAISO continues to support the use of the Cost of New Entry (“CONE”) as
the reference point for establishing demand in the CCM (see Proposition 10, p. 82). The
comprehensive CCM design process would be the appropriate venue to work out the
details of this, such as which entity has the responsibility for formulating the CONE
estimates, the frequency of revising the estimates, and the use of revised CONE
estimates versus previous CCM clearing prices for setting the demand curve or any
applicable price floors or ceilings in reconfiguration auctions or in primary auctions
beyond the first year of operation of the CCM.
3.

Vertical Demand Curve, Price Floors and Price Ceilings in the
CCM

The CAISO continues to support the use of a vertical (rather than sloped)
demand curve in the CCM, as stated in Proposition 12, p. 84 of the Staff Report.11 As
the CAISO stated in connection with Proposition 12, there will be a need for a price
ceiling in conjunction with this fixed demand approach and perhaps a price floor. The
potential need for a price floor should not be dismissed particularly in light of the

11

The procurement time frame of the CCM is the primary reason why this recommendation differs from
the interim backstop procurement design proposal discussed above, in which a sloped demand
curve was considered. In the ICPM backstop time-frame a vertical demand curve would create price
volatility and uncertainty (regardless of the market clearing or price-setting method) whereas in the
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concerns expressed above that the Recommendation 1 CFRM design may lead to a
situation where new investment rarely if ever sets the CCM price. The structure and
levels of price ceilings and floors should be addressed with stakeholders in the context
of the comprehensive CCM design process.
4.

CAISO Backstop Procurement Mechanism

The discussion of the CAISO backstop in the Staff Report (see propositions 1418, pp. 85-87) is still applicable in light of the Staff recommendations. The CAISO notes
in particular that under Recommendation 1, the reconfiguration auctions could be
structured on a time line that satisfies the need for what we called “long-term” and
“short-term” backstop requirements in the Staff Report, thereby providing a fully
transparent backstop mechanism within the CCM structure, and requiring a
supplemental CAISO mechanism only for very short-term operational needs. Under
Recommendation 2, however, the role of the CAISO backstop mechanism would
assume far greater significance and will require substantial stakeholder process to work
out several likely controversial details, particularly issues of pricing and designation
criteria. .
5.

Settlement and Cost Allocation for a CCM

The CAISO reiterates the position it stated in the Staff Report on this topic (see
Proposition 19, p. 87), that monthly settlement after each delivery month is an effective
and administratively efficient way to settle the CCM, because is allows for payment to
suppliers based on actual delivery and charges to LSEs based on actual load.

multi-year forward time-frame it would not. Ultimately, the design of a CCM and the backstop
mechanism must be aligned to ensure market efficiency.
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6.

Requirement to Participate in the CCM or Formally De-List

The details of the participation requirement on internal supply resources and the
formal de-listing process should be addressed within the comprehensive CCM design
process (see Proposition 20, p. 87)
7.

Coordination of Multi-Year Forward Capacity Procurement with
Transmission Planning

In the Staff Report, the CAISO suggested a simple conceptual model of how the
CCM could enable economic competition between new generation investment versus a
transmission upgrade to relieve a constrained load pocket (pp. 88-89). The CAISO
hopes that the CPUC will affirm the importance of facilitating such competition
regardless of which direction it takes in its long-term RA framework decision. The
CAISO, in recommending a CCM, expects to explore this topic fully in the context of the
CCM design process, as well as in other venues where innovative approaches to
transmission planning are discussed.
8.

Market Power Mitigation

In the Staff Report, the CAISO described its concerns about supplier market
power and outlined potential mitigation approaches (see pp. 89-90). The CCM design
process would be the optimal venue for developing the details of mitigation procedures,
assuming a CCM approach were to be pursued. . Under Recommendation 2, however,
supplier market power would be less transparent and hence less amenable to mitigation
via standard approaches used in centralized markets. Instead, mitigation would play out
as it does today in the form of waivers and waiver triggers on LSEs’ local capacity
requirements and penalties applied to LSEs for procurement shortfalls, both of which
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then become entangled with the pricing mechanism adopted for the backstop
procurement process.
9.

The Standardized RA Capacity Product

The proposal by Calpine, and others, that was recently filed with the CPUC
reflects a salient aspect of capacity product standardization that has received much
attention in parallel to the current proceeding. The CAISO appreciates the substantial
collaborative effort numerous parties have put into developing the Calpine proposal,
which would augment the CAISO’s existing RA-MOO Tariff sections with provisions to
standardize supplier compliance and performance incentives through CAISO
enforcement procedures. The CAISO is committed to conducting a stakeholder process
through which the matters raised in the Calpine proposal can be prioritized among other
market enhancements which the CAISO has been tracking through its Market Initiatives
Roadmap. Depending on the outcome of that prioritization, the CAISO would then
undertake a further stakeholder process to assess the Calpine proposal and develop
Tariff modifications and new business processes as appropriate. The CAISO
emphasizes that resolution of the issues raised and formal adoption of provisions like
those contained in the Calpine proposal are not necessary before embarking on the
design and development of a CCM and the other elements of the long-term RA
framework to be decided in this proceeding.
10. Rules for Counting RA Capacity of Different Resource Types
It has been noted at various times in the RA proceedings that there can be
systematic differences between the amount of capacity of certain types of resources
that is counted towards meeting RA requirements versus the extent to which the
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counted RA capacity is in fact fully available to provide energy or reserves during all the
hours when it is most needed. In particular, concerns have been expressed regarding
demand response programs administered by LSEs that are only able to be called upon
after the CAISO has declared a staged emergency, hydro resources that typically are
not subject to the RA-MOO provisions, and intermittent resources such as wind that
may not be dependable for their full RA capacity during peak load hours. The CAISO
mentions these concerns here only to remind the CPUC and the other parties that the
matter of counting RA capacity should be given continued attention in the appropriate
proceedings to try to achieve greater consistency between the quantities of acceptable
RA capacity and the ability of that capacity to perform under peak load conditions.
IV.

CAISO RECOMMENDATION
The recommendations offered by the CAISO in this section are consistent with

but go beyond the scope of the CAISO recommendations that were included in the Staff
Report (pp. 77-90). For the Staff Report, the CAISO limited the scope of its
recommendations to answering the question, “If the CPUC adopts a CCM, how should
the CCM be designed?” In the present comments the CAISO addresses the more basic
question of whether a CCM is needed, and recommends that the CPUC decide in this
proceeding to adopt a CCM for several reasons that are discussed below. The CAISO
believes a CCM is needed because it offers the most effective and efficient way to
achieve a multi-year forward commitment of capacity to serve the load and operating
needs of the CAISO control area, with robust competition among new market-based
investments, existing generation, demand response, and transmission upgrades. The
CCM envisioned by the CAISO would be fully compatible with extensive bilateral
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procurement by LSEs in conjunction with the CPUC or their appropriate regulatory
authority, and would provide a natural backstop procurement mechanism integrated into
the CCM framework via the reconfiguration auctions. Both the bilateral RA procurement
by LSEs and the CCM would be based on a common, standard RA capacity product
definition to be refined as needed in the CCM design process using today’s RA product
as a starting point, and which may or may not incorporate an energy hedge element as
well as more detailed specification of supplier performance requirements.
In addition to recommending adoption of a CCM, these CAISO comments
emphasize another central theme, which is to urge the CPUC to make several key
threshold decisions to initiate the process of designing and developing the CCM, but to
narrow the scope of its decision to defer action on certain aspects of CCM design that
the CAISO believes would be best addressed in the context of the comprehensive CCM
design process rather than decided up front. The main reasons for the CPUC to defer
action on the items identified in this category are that (1) the alternatives have not yet
had sufficient analytical assessment and stakeholder discussion to be ripe for decision,
and (2) the best approach on each of these items should not be decided in isolation
from the complete long-term RA framework and CCM design, which ultimately must
function as an integrated whole system. A salient example of an item that should be
deferred for further assessment is the question of whether and how to incorporate an
energy hedge into the standard RA capacity product.
The CAISO recommends that the CPUC adopt the following points in its
decision.
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A.

Establish an Annual or Biennial Long Term Assessment of Capacity
Needs
The Commission should establish an annual or biennial assessment of needs to
be performed jointly by the CEC, CPUC and CAISO. The collaborative assessment
would serve as the basis of capacity demand both to inform bilateral procurement by
LSEs and to establish demand in primary and reconfiguration auctions of a CCM
described below. If the assessment is biennial rather than annual, each assessment
would establish the capacity demand for two consecutive primary CCM auctions. The
exact timing of this activity should be determined in conjunction with the CCM design
process.
Ideally the assessment should cover a longer time horizon than the primary CCM
auctions for which it will be used. For example, the needs assessment would be
performed during 2012 to provide the basis to establish demand in the primary CCM
auction to be conducted during 2013 for the delivery year 2017. This assessment would
actually take the form of a series of annual capacity needs estimates covering, for
example, the years 2013 to 2022, rather than simply an assessment for 2017. This type
of “rolling” time horizon approach would provide a much more stable and useful basis
for infrastructure planning, investment and long-term contracting. Such an approach
could also account for projected impacts of environmental initiatives, western regional
developments, and other state and federal policies.
The assessment would include a total CAISO system-wide capacity assessment
based on system load forecast and planning reserve margin, plus Local Capacity
Requirements for specified Local Capacity Areas based on engineering studies, plus
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estimates of specify types of capacity needs related to the expected shifts in the
resource mix. The assessment should consider how procurement would be affected by
the Renewable Portfolio Standard and other environmental policy initiatives and assess
needed amounts of capacity capable of providing regulating reserve and quick start-up,
based on integrating the estimated share of non-dispatchable intermittent resources in
the resource mix into grid operations while maintaining applicable reliability standards.
B.

Establish a Centralized Capacity Market

The Commission should adopt a CCM to be operated by the CAISO, which
would be designed through a CAISO-conducted stakeholder process and filed with
FERC to become part of the CAISO Tariff. The CCM would include a primary auction to
be conducted annually, approximately four years prior to each delivery year, plus a
series of reconfiguration auctions to be conducted periodically between the time of the
primary auction and the delivery year. The exact timing of these CCM auctions would be
determined through the CCM design process.
The timing of the sequence of reconfiguration auctions would provide for
backstop procurement, to meet potential changes to capacity needs, resource
availability or system conditions that arise as the delivery year gets closer. CCM
auctions would clear RA capacity at the CAISO system-wide level and within specified
Local Capacity Areas.
LSEs would be allowed to procure RA capacity through bilateral arrangements
and offer this capacity into the CCM as self-supply. On the topic of allowing bilaterally
procured RA capacity to opt completely out of the CCM up to some predetermined level,
as proposed in Recommendation 1, the CAISO urges extreme caution. Provisions that
would allow LSEs to opt out of the CCM settlement and associated cost allocation
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provisions based on a multi-year forward forecast can be problematic. The two primary
potential dangers the CAISO is concerned about are the potential to undermine the
value of the CCM system and LCA clearing prices as signals for new investment, and
the potential for LSEs who opt out of the CCM based on their load forecasts to avoid
their appropriate share of costs of capacity procurement in the reconfiguration auctions
as system conditions or LSE load responsibilities change. The CAISO therefore urges
the CPUC to defer a decision on the opt-out provisions to the comprehensive CCM
design process, with a focus on addressing the potential adverse impacts of such
provisions and, if those can be mitigated, determining an allowable opt-out level that will
not undermine the value of the transparent CCM price as an incentive for new
investment.
Similarly, the CPUC should not adopt the Staff recommendation to incorporate
an ex post PER deduction into the CCM settlement. As discussed earlier in these
comments, the CAISO is concerned about (i) the potential adverse impacts on CCM
participation and price signals of incorporating the PER deduction in the CCM
settlement while allowing opt-out RA capacity to avoid the PER deduction, and (ii)
whether the PER in any form is the best way to incorporate energy hedging into LSE RA
procurement. The CAISO believes that the issue of any appropriate energy hedge
mechanism as an element of the long-term RA framework, including a PER deduction
and other potential approaches, should be discussed further in the CCM design
process. The CAISO emphasizes that if a CCM is developed which does not
incorporate an ex post PER deduction, this would not in any way preclude the
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Commission from adopting energy hedging requirements for its regulated LSEs to be
addressed through their bilateral procurement activities.
C.

Do Not Modify the RA Capacity Product Definition in This Decision

The CAISO fully recognizes the need for a standard RA Capacity Product
definition to support the overall consistency of the product, the tradability of the product
among LSEs and suppliers, and the performance requirements of supplied RA capacity.
The CAISO does not believe, however, that the current proceeding is the appropriate
venue to make decisions regarding changes to the current RA product definition as
embodied in the principle of supplier compliance with the RA-MOO specified in the
CAISO Tariff. More to the point, the CAISO does not believe that any changes to the
current RA product are needed at this time in order to begin constructing a long-term
RA framework based on a CCM.
The CAISO has already recognized the need for one specific enhancement to
the RA-MOO provisions in its Tariff. In conjunction with the CAISO’s compliance with
FERC’s order to implement scarcity reserve pricing within 12 months after start-up of
the MRTU markets, the CAISO believes it is important to require RA capacity to be
available for optimization to provide either energy or Ancillary Services (“AS”)(to the
extent the capacity is certified for AS) in the day-ahead market. The CAISO therefore
intends to submit this “RA Must Offer AS Obligation” to FERC as part of its design
proposal on scarcity pricing later this year.12

12

It is important to clarify that an RA Must-Offer AS Obligation would apply to RA capacity only to the
extent that such capacity is CAISO-certified to be capable of providing AS. The new obligation is not
intended to impose any specific procurement requirements on LSEs to procure RA capacity that is
capable of providing AS. As discussed infra, and also in the CAISO Recommendations section of the
Staff Report, the CAISO believes that its AS markets and related spot market rules such as scarcity
pricing should and will be adequate to induce investment in needed AS-capable capacity.
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The CAISO acknowledges the need for due consideration of the Calpine
proposal to modify the CAISO’s existing RA-MOO Tariff sections, as noted earlier in
these comments. The CAISO reiterates here that action on the issues raised in the
Calpine proposal are not necessary before embarking on the design and development
of a CCM.
The question of whether and how to incorporate an energy hedge into required
LSE procurement of RA capacity, whether through the standard RA capacity product
definition or some other means, should be more thoroughly assessed before any
decision is made, starting with a review of the objectives of such a measure and a
review of alternative ways to accomplish those objectives. Incorporating a PER
deduction into either the standard capacity product definition, or asymmetrically only
into the settlement of capacity cleared through the CCM, is just one possible approach
to energy hedging by LSEs and could be considered, but the CAISO believes it is
premature at this time to settle on the PER deduction as the best way to incorporate an
energy hedge into RA procurement via the standard capacity product, much less to
bifurcate the capacity product by incorporating the PER deduction only into the CCM
settlement.
The CAISO recommends against incorporating additional characteristics into RA
capacity requirements to be transacted through the CCM auctions, such as
environmental attributes or specific performance capabilities of different resource types.
Incorporating these needs into the CCM RA capacity procurement would interfere with
the objective of clearing the system-wide and LCA CCM auctions based on a standard
capacity product, and would risk fragmenting these markets to a level of product
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granularity that makes it very difficult to have competitive supply conditions. Regarding
state policy objectives, the CAISO believes it would be more effective for the CPUC and
local regulatory authorities to incorporate these in their oversight of bilateral
procurement by their regulated LSEs. With regard to generator performance
capabilities, the CAISO believes that its AS markets – with consideration to be given to
potential modifications to current AS product specifications – can be relied upon to
induce sufficient investment in resources with the performance capabilities needed to
operate the grid reliably.
V.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the CAISO respectfully requests that the Commission

adopt the CAISO’s positions and recommendations in this matter, and establish a longterm RA framework and CCM consistent with the discussion in these comments.

Respectfully submitted,
/s/Beth Ann Burns
Beth Ann Burns
Senior Counsel
CALIFORNIA INDEPENDENT SYSTEM
OPERATOR CORPORATION
151 Blue Ravine Road
Folsom California 95630
Tel. (916) 351-4400
Fax. (916) 608-7296
Email: bburns@caiso.com
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ATTACHMENT A
California ISO

Response to MSC Opinion on Long Term RA

CAISO Comments in Response to
“Opinion on Long Term Resource Adequacy under MRTU”
Issued by the Market Surveillance Committee, November 5, 2007
The current proceeding of the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) on Long Term
Resource Adequacy (LT-RA) is considering, among other things, whether to adopt a central
capacity market (CCM) as a central element of its LT-RA framework, and if so, what should be
the main design features of a CCM. Underlying these questions is the recognition that
enhancements to the current one-year-ahead RA framework are needed to better ensure the
commitment of sufficient supply capacity – including investment in new generating plants,
demand response, and imports – to meet the expected demand of the CPUC’s jurisdictional
load serving entities (LSEs) cost-effectively and support the reliable operation of the CAISO
transmission system. As discussed further below, enhancements to the current RA structure are
driven largely by the need for a more forward assessment of capacity committed to the CAISO
control area to allow effective planning for reliability needs, particularly as the composition of
supply resources is changing to incorporate more demand response and renewable resources.
In addition, the RA framework needs to provide transparent capacity prices and stable rules and
procedures in order to create an environment attractive to market-based investment.
The opinion offered by the Market Surveillance Committee (MSC) of the CAISO argues that only
some refinements to the current RA framework are warranted, and urges the CPUC not to adopt
a CCM nor make any substantial changes to the RA framework at this time. The MSC argues
that substantial changes to the current RA framework are not appropriate at this time because
of uncertainties regarding the future (a) performance of the CAISO’s redesigned MRTU market
structure, (b) performance of the new capacity market designs being implemented by the
eastern ISOs, and (c) structure of Direct Access (i.e., retail competition) in California. In support
of its “wait and see” recommendation the MSC asserts that existing state policies with respect to
energy efficiency and renewable portfolio standards will elicit sufficient new generation and
demand response investment to meet load growth through 2020, thereby obviating the need for
any additional new market-based investment that might be stimulated by a CCM. In summary,
the MSC states that “a far more prudent and cost-effective course of action at this point is to
refine the current RA paradigm to correct known flaws rather than completely overhaul it, while
preserving the option of a full redesign at a later date.”
The CAISO appreciates the involvement of MSC members in the CAISO stakeholder process to
address CCM design issues, as well as the MSC’s October 1 all-day meeting held at the CPUC
devoted entirely to LT-RA, and the helpful insights and recommendations expressed in its
November 5 formal opinion on LT-RA matters. It is important to recognize that the MSC is fully
independent of CAISO management and advises the CAISO Board of Governors and, in the
course of doing so, offers the benefits of its expertise to policy makers and the stakeholder
community. As such the MSC’s views do not reflect and need not align with the views of CAISO
management. Moreover, the present LT-RA proceeding is somewhat unusual in that both
CAISO management and the MSC are providing recommendations to the CPUC to be
considered in its upcoming decision on the design of a LT-RA framework. The CAISO believes it
is important, therefore, to clarify certain areas where its views are not in agreement with the
MSC’s November 5 opinion, which is the purpose of the present CAISO comments.
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The CAISO believes that the CPUC should not postpone making key decisions on the design of
the LT-RA framework with the idea of keeping such decisions open for a major redesign at a
later time. Rather, significant enhancements to the current RA framework are needed and
should be addressed within the current CPUC proceeding. The CAISO’s views are further
elaborated in the following key points.
1. Market participants and investors need greater certainty about the Long Term
Resource Adequacy framework.
Market participants and potential investors need greater clarity and certainty regarding the LTRA framework sooner rather than later in order to provide a stable environment to attract
market-based investment in the power sector. A major reason for electricity restructuring has
been to attract market-based investment rather than continuing to rely mainly on rate-based
investment by the regulated utilities. Market-based investment benefits electricity consumers by
allocating investment risk more broadly and efficiently across industry participants rather than
allocating it entirely to ratepayers. For market-based investment to grow and succeed in
California, however, it will require resolution of the remaining industry structure and policy
issues that have been open and under debate since the 2000-1 crisis, in a manner that supports
markets through transparent pricing and competitive procurement mechanisms. Rather than
postponing the resolution of the remaining issues, the CPUC should address the key decisions
needed to define a LT-RA program that can provide, in combination with the CAISO’s
comprehensive MRTU market redesign, a stable electricity market structure and an attractive
environment for market-based investment.
2. Resource Adequacy capacity should be committed and identified several years ahead
of the delivery year.
The CAISO believes that today’s RA framework should be enhanced by establishing a multiyear forward (MYF) process for identifying resources that are actually committed to serve the
CAISO control area and assessing their sufficiency relative to a MYF assessment of capacity
needs developed by the state agencies and the CAISO. Such a process will allow transparent,
open competition between existing resources and new market-based investment to provide
specified quantities of capacity at the system level and for each local capacity area. This
process can also encompass decisions to repower or retire existing generation and to invest in
new demand response capability, and can even be linked explicitly to decisions whether to
upgrade transmission into constrained areas of the grid. The MSC states that they could be
supportive of a more forward RA compliance process than exists today, but only after a
demonstration that firms are not sufficiently contracting on their own. The CAISO does not
believe that conditioning the LT-RA design on such a demonstration is practical or desirable
because (a) by the time such a demonstration were made it would likely be too late to take any
remedial action that could include competition from new entry, and (b) a significant effort would
be needed just to specify criteria for such a demonstration and for any subsequent decision to
establish a MYF compliance process. The CAISO therefore believes this element of LT-RA
should be addressed in the current proceeding.
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3. A central capacity market can eliminate the need to enforce individual LSE RA
requirements in a multi-year forward RA framework.
Although a MYF process to identify committed capacity does not necessarily require a CCM,
there are some advantages to adopting a CCM in conjunction with the MYF process. Under a
MYF requirement to demonstrate actual capacity commitments, there is clearly much more
uncertainty about each LSE’s system and local capacity requirements for the delivery year than
under today’s one-year forward requirement. The possibility of expanded direct access load
migration further increases the uncertainty, which may make MYF showings particularly
burdensome for smaller LSEs and an impediment to the success of direct access. From the
perspective of overall supply sufficiency, however, what is important is that the total system and
local requirements are met, irrespective of each LSE’s share of those requirements. The
process can therefore be made less burdensome on LSEs and administratively simpler if it is
structured to ensure sufficient capacity procurement in the aggregate (for the system and for
each local area) without imposing exact quantity requirements on each LSE several years in
advance of the delivery period. The CAISO believes that a CCM could be an efficient and
transparent way to accomplish this objective. Under such a system, the LSEs would still have
the opportunity to engage in bilateral procurement in accordance with the rules and procedures
established by the CPUC or their local regulatory authorities, and to self-supply such capacity
into the CCM thereby managing their exposure to CCM prices, but each LSE’s ultimate
obligation would need to be determined only in the period when the capacity is actually
delivered.
4. A central capacity market with reconfiguration auctions simplifies backstop
procurement and capacity trading by LSEs.
Another benefit of a CCM in conjunction with MYF commitments of capacity is that the CCM
effectively and automatically fills the role of a “backstop” mechanism for procuring additional
capacity to meet any shortfall in LSE procurement. Because the CCM’s procurement targets are
set to meet the total system and local requirements for all LSEs in the aggregate, it will procure
the difference between those requirements and the total LSE self-supply quantities, and will do
so without having to assess the sufficiency of each LSE’s capacity procurement. Additionally,
any LSEs that have bilaterally procured more system or local capacity than they expect to need
for the delivery period may offer their excess capacity into the CCM. Finally, by holding a series
of “reconfiguration” markets between the primary CCM and the delivery period it will be possible
for individual LSEs, for suppliers, and for the CAISO on behalf of the system as a whole to
adjust the quantities of committed capacity to reflect new information on the actual requirements
for the delivery period.
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5. The RA Must Offer Obligation provides an effective basis for standardizing the RA
capacity product and should be retained for all RA capacity.
The CAISO recognizes and affirms the need to develop further details of the specification of the
standard capacity product, and in this regard strongly recommends against any dilution of the
RA Must Offer Obligation (RA-MOO). There are several reasons for this position. First, although
the RA-MOO does present some challenges due to the fact that different types of capacity have
different availability characteristics, at present there is no basis other than the RA-MOO on
which to standardize the capacity product. Since the RA framework was first implemented, the
standard service that RA capacity provides in exchange for the RA capacity payments it
receives is its compliance with the RA-MOO provisions of the CAISO tariff. While it may be
possible to develop an alternative basis for the standard RA product, that would not be a minor
fix but would involve a substantial rework of the RA framework. Second, the fact that different
types of capacity have different performance characteristics does not undermine the value of
the RA-MOO. Provided that the RA-MOO tariff provisions and the rules for counting qualifying
capacity are realistically based on each resource type’s actual characteristics, it is possible to
utilize the RA-MOO-based structure to achieve the target level of reliability. In particular, it is
possible to define qualifying rules for RA imports to obtain RA-MOO performance that is
equivalent to that of internal resources. Third, retaining the RA-MOO as the basis of the RA
product definition is not incompatible with the MSC’s suggestion to identify new ancillary
services that may be needed to support grid reliability as the nature of the system resource mix
evolves. The CAISO has already acknowledged that this effort will be undertaken after the startup of the MRTU markets. With this approach, the additional performance value provided by AScapable resources can be compensated directly through the AS markets.
In conclusion, the CAISO emphasizes the need for the CPUC’s current LT-RA proceeding to
provide greater certainty and stability than exists today regarding the regulatory framework that
will guide long-term investment and contracting to meet California’s electricity needs. The
CAISO recognizes that these matters are complex and involve the interplay of multiple policy
objectives. At the same time, the California framework has been developing at a careful and
deliberate pace while functioning with many “interim” measures since the 2000-1 crisis. We
have now had several years of experience with the current RA rules, plus several years of
lessons learned from the various RA approaches tried by the other ISOs, and are approaching
the go-live of the CAISO’s six-year market redesign effort based on the best-practices of other
successful ISO market designs. The CAISO believes therefore that it is timely for the CPUC to
provide its LT-RA vision through its ruling in this proceeding.
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